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Reason for change: ! [TS 33.220] The usage of  the Transaction Identifier is not clear and misleading 

in current TS.  
With the bootstrapping function and utilization, after the UE successfully 
implements the AKA procedure with the BSF, the BSF assigns a transaction 
identifer (TID) to the UE. The UE includes this TID in request messages to the 
NAF. The NAF retrieves this TID from the BSF, and then the NAF can share the 
Ks with the UE. That Ks is the result of AKA between the UE and the BSF. But 
when the UE requests a different NAF service, the same TID will be included in 
the corresponding request messages. The end result is that all NAFs share the 
same Ks with the UE, so if one NAF is compromised, the other NAFs are in 
danger too. In order to eliminate this associated threat, the Transaction Identifier 
(and associated key) should be independent among different NAFs or NAF 
groups. 

  
Summary of change: ! The Transaction Identifier (and associated key) is independent among different 

NAFs or NAF groups. The BSFshould maintain and check the validity of 
transaction identifier. 
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Different UE/ NAF or UE/NAFs security threats are not independent which 
decreases the security of GAA. 
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**************Begin of Change************* 

 

4.1 Requirements and principles for bootstrapping 
Editor’s note: The description of AKA bootstrapping shall be added here.  

- The bootstrapping function shall not depend on the particular network application function , 

- The server implementing the bootstrapping function needs to be trusted by the home operator to handle 
authentication vectors. 

- The server implementing the network application function needs only to be trusted by the home operator to 
handle derived key material.  

- It shall be possible to support network application functions in the operator’s home network 

- The architecture shall not preclude the support of network application function in the visited network, or possibly 
even in a third network. 

- To the extent possible, existing protocols and infrastructure should be reused. 

- In order to ensure wide applicability, all involved protocols are preferred to run over IP. 

-   The Transaction Identifier (and associated key) is independent among different NAFs or NAF groups 

   

 

**************End of Change************* 

 

**************Begin of Change************* 

4.3.2 Procedures using bootstrapped Security Association 

After UE is authenticated with the BSF, every time the UE wants to interact with an NAF the following steps are 
executed as depicted  in Figure 1 

UE starts communication over Ua interface with the NAF  

- In general, UE and NAF will not yet share the key(s) required to protect Ua interface. If they already do, there is 
no need for NAF to retrieve the key(s) over Zn interface. 

- If the NAF shares a key with the UE, but an update of that key it sends a suitable key update request to the UE 
and terminates the protocol used over Ua interface. The form of this indication may depend on the particular 
protocol used over Ua interface and is ffs.  

- It is assumed that UE supplies sufficient information to NAF, e.g. a transaction identifier, to allow the NAF to 
retrieve specific key material from BSF. 

- The UE derives the keys required to protect the protocol used over Ua interface from the key material. 

NAF starts communication over Zn interface with BSF  

- The NAF requests key material corresponding to the information supplied by the UE to the NAF (e.g. a 
transaction identifier) in the start of the protocol used over Ua interface. 
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- The BSF supplies to NAF the requested key material. If the key identified by the transaction identifier supplied 
by the NAF is invalid or unavailable at the BSF, the BSF shall indicate this in the reply to the NAF. The NAF 
then indicates a key update request to the UE.  

-    The BSF checks the validity of transaction identifier baseing on the status of the TID usage. For example, it only 
checks whether the TID is used when the NAF need exclusively use one TID; If the NAF can share one TID 
with other NAFs (e.g. a group of NAFs in a certain security level), more information of TID usage (e.g. numbers 
of NAFs have requested it, security level of these NAFs, etc.) need to be involved in the TID validity checking. 

The BSF updates the validity information of the TID after it supplied to NAF the requested key material.  

- The NAF derives the keys required to protect the protocol used over Ua interface from the key material in the 
same way as the UE did.  

 

NAF continues with the protocol used over Ua interface with UE 

Once the run of the protocol used over Ua interface is completed the purpose of bootstrapping is fulfilled as it enabled 
UE and NAF to use Ua interface in a secure way. 

Editor’s note: Message sequence diagram presentation and its details will be finalized later. 

 

UE BSF
 Identifier,Ks,Prof

1. Application Request
(Identifier, msg, MAC)

NAFUa Zn

2. Authentication Request
(Identifier)

3. Authentication Answer
(Ks, Prof)

4. Application Answer

MAC represents all credentials  msg is appl. specific dataset
Prof is application specific part of user profile

The clicent runs
algorithm generating

MAC by:
Ks -> K, (K,msg)->MAC

The Server runs
algoritm generating

locally MAC' by
Ks -> K; (K,msg)->MAC'

if MAC' == MAC then
case is ok

 Identifier,Ks

 

Figure 1: The bootstrapping usage procedure 

 

 

 

**************End of Change************* 
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